Unit Brief
Theme: ‘Decay, Destroy & De-construct’
Artists often find beauty in the most unconventional and exceptional places. Destroyed, ravaged or manipulated
forms can be used to inspire aesthetically pleasing work. In this way, they are able to challenge previously held
perceptions of beauty through an alternative response.
The photographer Peter Lippmann (see work below) documents this well in his work. His photography captures
decayed items in stunning clarity that transforms items into objects of beauty.
Your local gallery is hosting an art competition exploring the theme ‘Finding Beauty in the Unconventional.’ In a
world of manipulated reality, editing and airbrushing, the curators are keen to reinforce the notion that Art can
and should serve as a reminder that beauty can exist in various forms. They want the exhibition to reflect an array
of visually beautiful works of art, inspired by decayed, destroyed or deconstructed materials.
As part of this they would like submissions of work from artists inspired by their interpretation of unconventional
beauty. Work can be created in any media - from fine art and photography to illustration and graphic design.
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Summer
Homework

Task 1: Mind map
Create 1 detailed mind map
(handwritten or typed, minimum size
A4) linking to theme.


Include a minimum of 20 key
words linked to the theme.

Task 2: Mood board
Task 3: Artist Research
Research FOUR contemporary artists linking to
the theme Destroy, Decay & De-construct.




Each artist MUST work in a different
specialism. For example; Fine Art,
Textiles, Fashion, Photography, Digital
Art, 3D etc.
Print off at least 4 images of each

Task 4: Photography
Take a minimum of 30
photographs linked to the theme.




Respond to your theme in
different imaginative and
creative ways! Try to think
out of the box. Be
experimental!
Demonstrate creative,
thoughtful photography
using different angles,
interesting perspectives
etc.

In addition, take a minimum of
10 MACRO photographs linked
to Decay.


Capture macro (close up)
images for example;
peeling paint, rust, decay
in nature, funghi, etc.

Create 1 DIGITAL mood board (A3 or A4) linking to
theme Destroy, Decay, De-construct.


Include a minimum of 20 images linked to
the theme. These could be photographs,
examples of artists work etc.

Task 5: Samples


Using your macro photography as inspiration.
Create FIVE texture sample squares. Try to
re-create the colours and textures of your
macro photographs using different media.
For example; paint, ink, chalk, charcoal,
textured papers, textiles, print, tea stain,
cardboard, tissue paper, mod roc etc.

